Man About the House
Playtest Reports
***
Despite what some people might think, most authors of amateur homegrown adventures
really tried to release a bug and frustration-free product. They’d often pass their games on
to friends and family, fellow adventure authors or reviewers, to have a look at before they
committed the final code to tape or disk.
For our Delbert the Hamster games we enlisted the services of keen adventurers such as
Barbara Gibb, Phil Glover or Sharon Harwood to playtest the games.
John Wilson at Zenobi Software had his own regular team of playtesters who would give
your adventures a good going over and submit a report with their findings and personal
thoughts on the game. If you wanted your title released by John, it would have to pass
under the steely gaze of two members of his team of volunteers. These were experienced
adventurers like Terry Taylor and Joan Williams, who could spot an apostrophe out of place
at forty paces.
Most of the playtest reports I still have copies of, make pretty dull reading, being largely a
collection of corrections to my atrocious spelling mistakes. However, I’ve included the
following two reports, for my game ‘Man About the House’, on the site as I think they
highlight the tireless work done behind the scenes by these unsung heroes. They also show
how feedback from good playtesters could often convince an author to tweak or change a
game’s design.
The first of the reports attached is by Terry Taylor. Unfortunately, I can’t recall who wrote
the second report as the printout I have is not named. (Apologies if the scans are difficult
to read. At some point, when I have some free time, I will retype them.)
Terry Taylor was an adventure author himself, having produced the excellent game, The
Labours of Hercules, which faithfully recreated the trials of the famous Greek hero in text
adventure form. I was a big fan of that particular title, so Terry’s words carried a lot of
weight.
His adventure authoring roots are apparent in his playtest report. Not only does Terry find
the bugs in the code, but he suggests the changes required to fix them. His meticulous
attention to detail and systematic approach are evident throughout. By nosing through the
code, he even spots one of the pretty important messages that I’d forgotten to ‘wire up’.
Not that Terry was unique in inspecting the nuts and bolts of the game. Many of the
playtesters I worked with would load the games they were appraising into a copy of the
Professional Adventure Writer, to help locate any issues. Sometimes, accessing and editing
the code was necessary to make progress past a particularly problematic bug. Also, from

an author’s point of view, being presented with a playtest report that identified by number,
exactly which messages had mistakes in was a godsend and a real time-saver.
Both attached reports identify copious spelling and grammatical errors, but they haven’t
necessarily spotted the same mistakes and don’t always agree on the changes required.
This highlights how important it was to make sure at least two people cast their eyes over
a game.
Aside for the game-breaking bug, the most interesting and useful thing for me, as an author
in these particular reports, was that both playtesters identified the same part of the game
that they didn’t like, with the second playtester even saying that it had ruined the game
somewhat for her.
They were right. I had been extremely self-indulgent and had a character from my earlier
‘Microfair Madness’ game, the Doctor Who-inspired ‘Dentist’, make a cameo towards the
end of the game. This was a jarring inclusion in what was an otherwise, fantasy-free, realworld adventure. It wasn’t just a fleeting appearance, either, it tied in to a main puzzle.
Having replayed the released version of the adventure recently, it was quite a surprise to
come across this section of the game in my original design documents. I’d forgotten ‘the
Dentist’ was even in there as late as the playtesting stage. The finished game replaces the
time lord with a local mad inventor, Professor Aine. He still has a robotic ‘security alarm’
dog, so the rest of the puzzles remain intact, but this simple change, based on the response
of the playtesters, does improve the ending of the adventure. I’m glad I listened to them
and made the changes.
So, my thanks go to all the many playtesters who took the time to look over our games
‘back in the day’. Especially the ones who patiently corrected my awful spelling and put up
with the lousy puns, teenage humour & obscure references, just for their love of playing
new adventures.
I may even be a slightly better speller these days thanks to them.
(Slightly).

